T r a i l e r s

KSX

KSX - the three-way tipper trailer
Quality is the trademark of Anssems Trailers. Thanks to our years of experience and listening to our customers who
use our trailers, we know what your requirements are. Our tipper trailers are ideal for transporting loose bulk goods,
as the tipping action makes it so easy to unload. At Anssems Trailers we make stability and safety a priority. Our
tipper trailers have been developed and produced with the aid of advanced technology, and in order to be able to
meet everyone’s requirements, we have a full range of tipper trailers with many optional extras available.

Stability
The steel chassis of the tipper trailer is made up of two
parts – an upper body chassis and a lower chassis, both
parts are robot welded and hot-dip galvanised. The Vshaped drawbar is 145 cm long, which ensures great
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road stability. The axle, overrun brake and coupling we
use are of the highest quality. Due to the fact that tipper
trailers often have to carry very heavy abrasive loads,
ours have a steel floor plate that is 2,5 mm thick. The
floor plate is a single piece of steel without any joints
and is supported by many main and cross beams of the
upper body chassis, which provides a very strong support for the floor plate.
Safety
At Anssems Trailers we feel very strongly about safety.
All of our tipper trailers are fitted with a safety prop to
support the tipper body when raised, enabling you to
safely carry out maintenance on your trailer. The electric
models are equipped with a main power isolation switch
which enables you to switch off the power supply to the
trailer and come complete with a remote control that allows you to operate the tipper from a safe distance and
keep a close eye on the tipping of the load. An audible
alarm sounds to warn onlookers when the tipping body
is being lowered. It goes without saying that the tipper
has to be safe to operate, but safety on the road is just
as important. The lights, which have been fitted in compliance with EC requirements, have been improved with
the additional side marker lights. In short, with an
Anssems tipper trailer you are safe when tipping but
also safe when you are out on the road.
Tipper Range
There are three different models in the tipper range. The
KSX 2000, which has a gross weight of 2000 kg, is
equipped with a manual pump or an electric pump.
The KSX 3000, which has a gross weight of 3000 kg, is
only equipped with an electric pump. The electric pump
is powered by a 12 v battery that only needs to be
recharged once a week. The charger is supplied.
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All of our tipper trailers are three-way tippers, which
means that you can tip the load backwards or to either
side. To change the direction in which you tip the load
you simply move a pin.

Retracktable jockey wheel

Safety support

Loading ramps (optional)

Extension sides (optional)

Ramps
For machines that are often loaded onto tipper trailers,
we supply hot dipped galvanised steel ramps, which are
250 cm long. These can be kept in the integrated ramp
storage holders so you can always have the ramps to
hand and are prepared for all eventualities. The ramp
can also be positioned over the full width of the trailer
so you can carry vehicles of various trackwidths that
weigh up to 2500 kg.

Extension sides
Aluminium extension sides enable you to increase the
height of the sides of the trailer to 100 cm. This is especially useful if you need to load items such as grass,
leaves or garden waste. The extension sides are hinged
side and rear so you still retain all of the tipping options.
And because the extension sides are easily detachable,
you can still use the trailer for other purposes.

Tie hook

Battery charger (electric pump)

Ladder rack (optional)

Spare wheel and holder (optional)

Spare wheel and holder (optional)

Lighting

Axle shock absorber (optional)

Dimensions/weights
Maximum gross weight
Unladen weight
Payload
Internal platform length (A)
Internal platform width (B)
Loading height (C)
Pole length (D)
Overall length (E)
Overall width (F)
Total height (G)
Heigth of sides (H)
Tyre size

KSX2000-H KSX2000-E KSX3000-E
305 x 178
305 x 178
305 x 178
Hand
Electric
Electric

2000/1500 2000/1500 3000/1500
690
745
770
1310/810
1255/755 2230/730
305
305
305
178
178
178
68
68
65
145
145
145
456
456
456
185
185
185
98
98
95
30
30
30
185/70R13 185/70R13 195/50R13

Accessory
Ladder rack,
with an height (J) of:
Extension sides
with an height (M) of:
High cover 150 cm,
with an internal height (K) of:
and an overall height (L) of:
High cover 180 cm,
with an internal height (K) of:
and an overall height (L) of:
Flat cover
Axle shock absorber
Spare tyre and holder
* Accessory is deliverable at the mentioned trailer.
Demensions mentioned in cm, weights in kg.
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High rear tipping angle

Tipping to the side (standard)

Extension sides (easy unloading)

High load capacity

Your Anssems dealer:

